
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PHILIPPINE EXPORT

in the importing country enhances export potential of Philippine . production frontier analysis which deals with the upper
bound of the data set.

And as for the vast number of Filipino domestic helpers and chauffeurs in Asia and around the world, spoilt
employers have simply come to depend on them. Special preferential rates â€” applicable if there is a special
preferential trade arrangement e. Major items exported include electronic equipment, coconut oil, machinery,
woodcrafts and furniture. The central bank reports that in the first 11 months of remittances from 9m overseas
Filipinos, nearly a tenth of the country's population, rose by 5. He promised change on a national scale. It also
has one of the youngest populations in the world, with about 41 percent of the population under the age of 
Labour migration for the Philippines is a crucial means in alleviating poverty and inequality. Commercial
Service trade specialist in the U. Department of Commerce utilizes its global presence and international
marketing expertise to help U. Then please consider donating today to ensure that Eurasia Review can
continue to be able to provide similar content. The official, national poverty rate declined to  Prohibited Items
The Philippines classifies commodities into three types: 1. Embassies abroad. As with importing, additional
documents, such as commercial invoice, evidence of the final destination of the goods, should also be
provided. In , the Philippines ranked as the 32nd largest export destination for U. The following import
documents are also required: Commercial invoice Certificate of origin Packing list Special certificates, which
are required depending on the nature of the goods being shipped, such as the required permits from
government agencies for regulated goods Exports Once presence in the Philippines has been established see
Section 2 , the Hong Kong company can approach the BOC immediately to complete an Export Declaration
Form. ASEAN member states. The government hopes to shepherd further tax policies and administration
reforms to achieve its twin goals of raising revenues more from  Exceptions include goods brought into special
economic zones and any goods stored in a customs bonded manufacturing warehouse. However, the additional
increase in revenue collection generated under the measure was not enough to drive tax collection to hit its
target for  Freely importable commodities, which require no permit. Philippines- Business Travel Philippines -
Market OverviewPhilippines - Market Overview Discusses key economic indicators and trade statistics, which
countries are dominant in the market, the U. Emerging exports are those products for which global demand has
been increasing and for which Philippine exports has been growing faster than world demand since  The
intervention in the next three years would focus leveraging on the comparative strengths of the country and in
exploiting the opportunities presented by fast-growing markets. This result came amid a lower labor force
participation rate down 0. As the global economic crisis hit, many predicted that remittances would be an early
victim as overseas Filipinos lost their jobs in hordes. The common n assertion oft-asserted premise that the
Philippines has a surplus of teachers is misleading. The need for psycho-social intervention is necessary as
many migrant workers return home with enduring depression and pessimism having undergone low pay, long
working hours and oppressive contracts. Jobs in these sectors are relatively secure. Since the objective is to
land a foreign job, the investment will be made regardless of the job situation in the domestic economy
causing a mismatch between the skills training of higher education graduates and actual skills required by the
Philippine industry. The central bank immediately flowed the rate cut with a two percent downward
adjustment to the reserve requirement ratio for banks, from 18 percent to 16 percent. The central bank expects
inflation to remain within the target range of two to four percent in until but remains cautious amidst the
stronger and prolonged episodes of the dry spell and the continued rise in global crude oil. A full list of
regulated and prohibited items can be found on the Philippines DTI website. In fact, there is evidence that the
loss of nurses and teachers is hurting public health and education systems. The Philippines is an important
model not just because of the volume of nurses and teachers it sends abroad, but also because the government
has built an extensive bureaucratic infrastructure to facilitate the export of workers. Percentages whereby
Filipino graduates fail to find local jobs are high and incidence of Filipino graduates finding jobs abroad
below their skill expertise and educational qualifications is indicative of the de-skilling of labour.


